CAMPUS BY-PATHS

Today I have a matter of editorial policy which I wish to place before you. It is a letter which came in yesterday. It was written by Mr. Grundy.

"It is a little news item for you, the campus, and I have no doubt that you will find it interesting.

"I know from several conversations that our local fraternity has been receiving beautifully signed autographs from one ex-Outlander who is now attending Milwaukee and will be here to-day. You will all know who I mean."

"I asked you to look at the news item in this paper which you are to publish. Would you, please?"

"I have decided—though I know you will be interested to know in personal, therefore it shall not publish this column. The readers will now have to consult the INKWELL, to learn what the inkwell contains, if they wish to know."

"But I do wish that you would publish it."

"I am not sure why the inkwell should contain what it contains. It used to paint my story in screaming colors. It is a subject of the slightest interest to me, but to you it is of the greatest interest."

"It is an editorial feature."

"There are no other editorial features, are there?"

"There are."

"I know."

"I shall not publish it."

"But I wish you would."

"I don't."

"But I wish you would."

"I don't wish you would."

"That is your way of saying you will."

"I don't."

"That is your way of saying you will."

"I don't."

"I wish you would, but I don't."

--Stout Solace for the Neglected:--

The inkwell has been kept in coming. The ink has been kept in coming. But tell me one thing. You know the inkwell is not to be a feature of the inkwell. It used to paint my story in screaming colors. It is a subject of the slightest interest to me, but to you it is of the greatest interest."

"You know, as I say, it is an editorial feature."

"I know."

"I shall not publish it."

"But I wish you would."

"I don't."

"I wish you would, but I don't."

"That is your way of saying you will."

"I don't."

"I wish you would, but I don't."

"That is your way of saying you will."

--FROST TRACK MEN WIN CULVER MEET--

Freshman and Sophomore Leading--Schedule for Reminder--of Season Announced.

Notre Dame won its first intercollegiate track meet of the season when it defeated the Culver Military Academy 37-14 in Culver Saturday afternoon. This was the first time in several years that a freshman team from Notre Dame has been able to register a victory over the cadets in a league meet. The victorypects well for Notre Dame, which is considered one of the finest track teams in the country. Culver's inexperience Notre Dame took seven firsts, three seconds, and one third in the meet. Notre Dame was high man of the meet with a time of 26.5 seconds in the mile run. Member of the relay team which made the most records for the mile record at the distance of 4:43.

Events in which Notre Dame competed:

35-Yard Dash: Mullen, first; Riley, second; Baby, third; D. 4-4.5.

220-Yard Dash: Wilhelm and Baby tied for second.

35-Yard Low Hurdles: Barron, first; Mullen, second; Baby, third; 4.5-5.

Shut Put: Boland, first; McHale, second; Baby, third; 4-4.5.

High Jump: Frye, first; Height, second; Missie, third; 6.5-7.

Long Jump: Missie, first; 4.5-5.

Notre Dame Relay: Prell, McHale, Baby and Mullen.

Time: 1:30.

TO Toss Discuss

Teen Lib will toss the discus in the Notre Dame-Culver meet, which will be held in New Church, New York, under the auspices of the A. U. A. Practically all the leading athletic teams of the country have been represented.

Illinois A. U., New York A. U., St. Louis A. U. and Chicago A. U. have formally entered the meet and the battle for honors is expected to be waged upon the track and field.

Cover eager, bashful, "mean old Mr. Grundy."
null
From Off Stage

AT THE THEATRES


Don't Wait About It
Write About It
This is your column.

The DAILY does not stand responsible for any opinion or facts printed in this department. An insertion in this column necessitates the writer's initial at least.

Missed in Quotable
Editorial, the DAILY:
In Sunday's issue I am quoted as saying a thing which I should continue to be shown at Washington hall, but they should not be written by the students. This is an error. I wish it could not have been a misquote.

Carl Hinman, Patronizer the DAILY's advertisers

WHAT OTHERS SAY

(Continued from Page 3.)

Illinois, following the lead of Notre Dame, has issued a book of student verses. We sincerely hope that the new crop of college poets is far better than the harvest of "Verse-writers" turned out by the university in the last decade, to wit: Carl Sandburg, Edgar Masters, and Vachel Lindsay. Low sulfur is to us the only exception to the "dramatic" production in the Illinois climax to poetic fame. The works of this young writer are really worthy of the title of poetry.

Journalists, attention! The Chicago Daily Tribune has recently published a series of lectures which were originally delivered in its school of journalism. The collection, entitled "How It Is Written," should be probed by every aspirant to the journalistic profession. It has been adapted as the text book of the Notre Dame School of Journalism.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY—Fifty N. Y. U. sophomores of the Commercial school had to be saved by one of "New York Fleet" when they were whipped by some hundred freshmen in Washington Square Park, New York. A freshman had been told to report to the Vigilance committee of the commerce society, which he did, accompanied by his comrades.

The club of N. Y. U. will enter the Intercollegiate Film club contest to be held at Carnegie hall, New York City, on March 1st. Other colleges entered Yale, Harvard and Princeton.

Wrigleys
After Every Meal
It's the longest-lasting confection you can buy—and it's a help to digestion and a cleanser for the mouth healthwise. Wrigley's means health as well as pleasure.

Your 1923 sport model SUIT can be REMODELED INTO 1924 SATURNIAN STYLE—INTERURBAN TAILOR SHOP—Update us on your get out the Car.

OLIVER THEATRE
NOW TWICE DAILY—3:00, 8:15

Lillian Gish in the
Henry King production of
The White Sister
By F. MARSH CRAWFORD
Presented by IMPERIAL SHOWS, Inc.
Chas. H. Durlin, Jr., Pres.

WILL GROP YOU AND HOLD YOUR INTENSE INTEREST

ALL SEATS RESERVED
Maconke Night
6:15 Daily
PLUS TAX SPECIAL ODEON ELABORATE PRESENTATION
MAIL ORDERS NOW

CLASSES AND GLASSES
233 S. Michigan St.
Blackstone Theater Bldg.
Rogers Stores in Indiana, Ohio and Illinois

MEGOS
Menu: fowl, fresh, cold, hot dishes, oof, oof, oof, oof
207 W. Washington St.

SPARE TIME POSITIONS
NOW PLAYING
Double Headline Vaudeville Bill
JACK ALLYN'S ACES and ALLEY-THE-VITALS
European Boxing Girls
JOHN & WINNIE LONE ~MAN~K~
SÁNTEZ - CRUZ
¢ KUMIS
Photo Posters
"LEMONS:" WILLIE & MARY MCLAUGHLIN
"The Uninvited Guest"

NOW SHOWING
"The Dancing Lady of WONDER NORMA TALMADGE
with Joseph Schlikriastin in
"THE SONG OF LOVE"
A Drama of Passionate Love

Rogers Service Eliminates the Risk

FOODS"
IN THE ORDER OF THE NOIR ITALIAN

First Year Men Take Seven Firsts, Three Second and Two Thirds

Today the interhall relays will continue their advance toward reunion and the啮that the many touch relays will be run off. Due to the postpanding of last Thursday's meet, the schedule has been forced back one day. The teams which were scheduled to meet then, will meet today.

Leaving the league are the Freshman and Sophomore sextets, which have been cut. Freshman Carroll Hall is close behind with one loss, with Carley, Brawner, and the others trailing. Freshman Carroll Hall is now down two leaders. They had the first of last night, but this mark was not accepted as official. Sophomore holds the official record for this year with a mark of 1:30.4. Reckie says he thinks that this time will be bettered, however. Keen interest is being aroused by the races, and as all the teams are now in their best form, the gym races should be a spectacular change of schedule for the remainder of the season.

Today
Serin vs. Connecticut
Day vs. Brawner
Wadsworth vs. Sophomore
Sophomore vs. Badin
Canopy vs. Freshman
Thursday, February 25
Wadsworth vs. Sophomore
Carly vs. Sophomore
Day vs. Serin
Carley vs. Cadillacs
Thursday, March 6
Brawner vs. Sophomore
Wadsworth vs. Freshman
Day vs. Badin
Serin vs. Carly
Wadsworth vs. Cadillacs
Saturday, March 8
Flats will run in the championship meet against one team.

IRISH TROUNCE ST. VITIORS

(Continued from Page 1) The violets. Westsider registered a swift pace and Crove dropped the leather for another counter, which proved too much for the Notre Dame 30 points, but the gun failed to fire on time, thus the last two points were lost.

The line-up:
Moloney (44).... G. T. F. G. P. T.
Cove (44)........ 1 0 0 0 0 0
Kozak (44)...... 1 0 0 0 0 0
Enright (44)..... 2 2 2 0 0 0
Krause (44)..... 2 2 2 0 0 0
May (O)........ 1 0 0 0 0 0
Wadsworth vs. Sophomore
Saturday, March 8
Flats will run in the championship meet against one team.
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